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ABSTRACT THEORE11CALCONSIDERA110NS

Analysis and simulation of the voltages and currents in
the secondary windings of a multiple output flyback
converters reveals that they are affected by the choice of
output capacitors. Poor selection of the capacitor values
may cause a pseudo-discontinuous behavior in a converter
which operates, as a whole, in the continuous conduction
mode. The implications of these results on output ripple
and small signal response are discussed, and design
guidelines are suggested.

The problems on hand can be easily identified by
examining the "DC" voltage waveforms at the secondary
windings of a two output flyback DC-DC converter (Fig.
la) during the Don and Doff periods.
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hOne of the advantages of flyback DC-DC converters is
the relative ease and economy with which multiple output
systems can be realized. Whereas other topologies require
inductor decoupling between secondary , simple capacitive
loading is sufficient for the flyback converter .
Consequently, flyback converters are smaller, lighter and
more economical in multiple output configurations.
These characteristics probably explain their relative
abundance in many commercial products in the I W -

200W range.
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I1The analytical approaches described hitheno for
multiple output flyback converters were generally based on
the assumption that the multiple output topology can be
reduced to a single output configuration by connecting the
normalized secondary windings in parallel [I]. The a-
priori assumption made was that the conduction cycle for
all secondary windings in a multiple output convener is
the same. A closer analysis reveals however, that this
assumption is not valid for the general case.
Consequently, one cannot theoretically reduce the multiple
output configuration to an equivalent single output
convener. These problems were examined in the present
study which considers the general case of a multiple
output flyback converter. One begins by investigating the
"OC" conditions of a two output converter operated in the
cOntinuous conduction mode. The results of this analysis
are then used to draw general conclusions for the OC and
small signal behavior of multiple output flyback
converters.
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Fig.l Flyback power stage before (a), and after (b)
normalization .



Without loss of generality , the secondaries are normalized
(Fig. lb) using the following fundamental relationships:
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where the values with asterisks denote the original

parameters.
The general shape of the (normalized) voltages of

the secondaries during Don will depend upon the time
constants of the outputs (Fig. 2a). In the general case
R I C I * R2C2 ' and one of the voltages (here we assume
V I) will drop at a higher rate than the other. Hence, at
the onset of Doff the secondary voltage is first clamped to

the lower voltage (V V and will not be sufficient to permit
conduction in the other secondary .Consequently at this
stage, the energy stored in the core discharges only into
R I C I. When V I + V diode increases sufficiently, currents

will flow in the two windings, charging both capacitors.
One can therefore recognize, in general, three phases, in
each continuous conduction mode switching cycle: T on
(Fig. 3a); TI (Fig. 3b) and Toff -TI (Fig. 3c). These
states can now be used to develop an approximate DC
model for estimating the shapes of the voltages and
currents in the secondary .
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THE APPROXIMATE MODEL

Fig .2 Voltage and current waveforms of in a two output
flyback converter .The following assumptions are made for the sake

of simplicity:

Furthermore, the simplifying assumptions also permit
parallel connection of the two secondaries during the third
phase (Fig. 3c), resulting in the single output
configuration of Fig. 4. It is important to realize that
Fig. 4 represents the correct equivalent circuit for all
aspects of the problem. That is, the discharge rate of the
energy stored in the core can be calculated by assuming a
single inductor Lp instead of the two identical coupled

inductors. This is justified by the following reasoning:
For the two windings parallel:

1. The resistances of the switch and windings, and the
ESR of the capacitors are assumed to be zero.

2. The diodes are assumed to be ideal.

3. The time constants RlCl and R2C2 are much larger

than the switching period (TON + TOFF).

4. It is assumed that the charge and discharge wavefonns
can be approximated by straight lines.
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(2)N~=V
Pdt

(3)

or

Np ~ d(NpIl+NpI2)
-=V

Al dt
where: ~ = core effective permeability.

A = core effective cross section.
1 = effective magnetic path.

Vg

(4)

That is:

d(Il+I2)
dt

(5)Lp = v

Whexe

N~ 1.1
Lp = AI (6)

Namely the two identical parallel windings can be
replaced by a single one having the inductance of the
original ones. Applying the above simplifying
assumptions and results, the following relationships can
now be written for the voltages and currents of the two
outputs ( see Fig 2a ): The discharge of the output
capacitors is assumed to be piecewise linear:

CRl

V1(Tal = V~ (7)

(8)V2(T +T) = V~
(t; 1

During the period (Ti), only CI is charged, and the
incremental voltage increase will be:

L\V = ~ =f ~C I dt =V2(TON+TJ-Vl(TON)

C1 1

(c)
Fig.3 Three phases of the switching cycle of the two

output flyback converter, (a) TON, (b) TI,

(c) TOFF -TIVPKTi
}(lprIlAV)T l-~

C1 During the period (TOFF -TI) both capacitors are

charged. The incremental voltage increase will be:

AQ f AI A V = c;+-c; = c;+-c; d t =(9)= V2(TON+TJ- V1(TON)

Where :

v~

Rl
(10)= VpK -V (TON+ TJllAV =
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And from basic geometric relationships we obtain : the discontinuous mode. The solution for Dl is also the
second order equation (12) but in this case:

T DOfF
a.=

2Lp

C1+C2
D(N

!3=-R;-

DOFF CIDOFF
--

R2 C2R22
VpK(TOFr T I)

2Lp

(14)
2

DCN mOfF
--

2L pR2

= v~ -V(TOO+TJ
Cl+C2

Where :

v~

R2
12AV =

Y= DON DOFF

C2R2-C1Rl

C2R2Rl

Defining Dl = T 1 rr , Equations (7),(8),(9),(10) are

solved for the four unknowns: the discontinuous duty ratio
Dl, VpK ' IpK ' V2(Tl+TON) (see Fig 2).

The four equations were solved analytically using the
symbolic software package MATHEMATICA [2] (details
are given in the APPENDIX. The set of four equations
was fIrst reduced to one quadratic equation in D I which is
then solved for Dl.

2a Dl + 13 Dl + 'Y = 0 {12)
Fig.4 Equivalent circuit of the flyback power stage during

the (TOFF- TI) phase .
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

l-
Dl=-2a.

The theoretical analysis of the multiple output
flyback converter was verified independently by running a
SPICE [3] simulation of a two output converter. The
simulation was carried out using a commercial simulator
HSPICE (Meta-Software Inc. Campbell, California) that
was run on a V AX 8300 (DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CO.)
computer. The time domain simulation (Fig. 5) supports
our analytical results both in terms of the general behavior
and in terms of the numerical results for specific
converters. The theoretically derived results for Dl

compare favorably with the simulation results (Fig 6).
The discrepancies are probably due to (a) the fact that the
SPICE simulation included practical rectifiers with 'real'
voltage drops whereas the theoretical derivation assumed
ideal diodes and (b) that the simulation data was read off
the output graphs and is therefore of poor precision.
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a=2L;

Cl Rl+DON R2
A---
f.I- '.'n

RIRZ<l-DON)

T(l-DoN)

2Lp

The present analysis shows that the secondary currents
of a multiple output flyback converter will not follow
each other if the output time constants are not identical.
That is, in a flyback converter which operates in theBy following a similar analysis one can obtain the

coITesponding equations for a flyback converter operated in
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Fig.6 D 1 as a function of the secondary windings load
ratio assuming equal (normalized) capacitors. (a)
Inductor current, continuous conduction mode :
V g=10 V,Cl= C2 =50 JlF,R2 = 10 .Q, T=50

JlSec,DoN =0.5 , Lp=40 JlH .(b) Inductor current,
discontinuous conduction mode: V g= 10 V ,C 1 = C2
=50 JlF,R2 = 20 .Q, T=50 JlSec,DON =0.5, Lp=20

JlH

Fig.5 SPICE simulation of secondary windings :
(a) output voltages (b) currents, for: RI = 15 .Q,
R2 = 30 .Q, CI = C2 = 30 ~F
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continuous conduction mode (vis-a-vis the main inductor
current). one should not take it for granted that all the
secondaries conduct during DOFF' Our analysis reveals
that the secondary windings charging currents may
resemble discontinuous behavior if the time constants are
not equal,

the (nonnalized) higher current is shorter than the time
constant of the lightly loaded winding. In this case, the
charging current of the heavily loaded capacitor will be
stretched over the maximum available charging time
(DOFF period). If the reverse choice is made, the lighter
loaded winding will be subjected to heavy current spikes
and the capacitor of the high current win-ding will have to
be charged in a shorter time with a heavier peak current.
Furthermore, in this case, the relatively high voltage
spikes will be fed from one winding to the other during
the period that both capacitors are charged.

To fully understand the implications of these results
we fIrst consider various design alternatives for a flyback
converter operated in the continuous conduction mode:

1 R 1 C 1 = R2C2. This is the most desirable case. As the

voltage waveshapes of the secondaries will follow each
other, the charging currents will follow suit. This is the
expected normal behavior of the flyback converter.

The above discussion did not take into account the
effects of parasitic resistors and the characteristic of'real'
diodes. These practical parameters will tend to smooth the
transitions and attenuate the expected current and voltage
peaks. We have also not considered here the effects of the
different time constants on the small signal response of
the converter. It stands to reason that non equal time
constants will change the control to output, small signal
transfer function. This is due to the fact that inequality
modifies the period during which the outputs are connected
to the main inductor. This could affect the stability and
dynamic response of the system if not taken into account
when designing the feedback network. One would guess,
that the most desirable situation (for non-equal time
constants) will be when the feedback signal is taken from
the winding with the shorter time constant and hence with
the longest contact with the inductor. It appears then, that
for the popular situation of the high current +5 Volt and
low current +1- 15 Volt, one would be on the safe side if
the time constant of the +5 Volt output is the shortest and
the feedback is taken from the +5 Volt tap.

2. R 1 C 1 < R2C2 and I lav > 12av .In this case the

winding #1 with the higher current will discharge first and
will therefore start charging first during DOFF. That is,
during Dl only Cl will be charged by the full inductor
current. Cl voltage will therefore rise relatively quickly
until it catches up with the voltage of the winding #2.
While in the conduction mode, the charging currents of the
secondaries will follow the approximate relationship
11/12= C2 /Cl which is a result of the fact that the rate of
voltage increase for the two capacitors is the same. This
relationship is valid if the load currents during the
charging period are appreciably smaller then the capacitors
charging currents.

3. R 1 C 1 > R2C2 and 11av > 12av .In this case, the

second winding whose current is lower will discharge at a
higher rate and will therefore start charging fIrst during
DOFF. Therefore, during Dl all of the inductor current
will rush into C2 causing a large current stress on the

corresponding diode and a sharp voltage spike due to the
ESR of C2 .Since C2 < Cl and 12av < 11av ' Dl
duration will be relatively shon and both diodes will
quickly reven to full conduction. In this case the more
heavily loaded winding (#1) will conduct only during part
of DOFF. Hence, the peak charging current for the high
current output will be larger than expected.

APPENDIX

The following is a short description of the procedure
used to solve equations (7-9) for Dl. The required
algebraic manipulation was done using the symbolic
mathematical software package MATEMATICA [2]. The
purpose of this appendix is twofold: to explain the method
used by us for solving the above mentioned equations and
to demonstrate how relatively complex expressions (not
uncommon in Power Electronics) can easily be handled by
symbolic mathematical packages of which
MATHEMATICA is an example. For the sake of brevity,
only major input and output expressions are given here.
To distinguish between them, inputs are printed in bold
whereas outputs are printed in italic. Comments are
enclosed in quotation marks. It should be emphasized that
not all the expressions shown here are valid
MATHEMATICA commands. Some of the them have
been reworked for the sake of clarity and brevity.

4. R 1 C 1 > R2C2 and 11av < 12av .In this case, C2
will start charging first with the full inductor current and
C 1 will catch up at a later stage. Hence, for this design

alternative, the high current winding will be charged
during all of the DOFF period. This case is, in fact,
identical to case #1 except for the winding notations.

The above analysis can be used as a guideline for the
design of the secondary windings time constants of a
flyback converter. It implies that the the best situation is
when the time constants are equal. If not, than the next
best choice is when the time constant of the winding with

The procedure is started by fIrst feeding in the basic
equations (see text for definition of expressions):
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II equation No 7 "

VI= Vpk(I-I/(RI CI) Don T)

" .equatlon No 8 "

00 Since Ipk =IpkDoffDl T/«Doff-Dl)*1) 00
00 and Ipk =IpkDlT/(Dl*T)
00 then IpkDlT *«Doff-Dl)*T) = IpkDoffDlT*(Dl*1) 00

Applying the above relationship :V3=Vpk(1-1/(R2 C2) (Don+Dl) T)

" equation No 9"

"after redefming IDpkl T = Ipk*D 1 *T II

Collect[ % ,D I]

Iavl=Vpk/Rl And we obtain:

" equation No 11"
" after defIning IpkDoffDIT= Ipk*(Doff-Dl)*T "

Iav2=Vpk/R2

"solving equation No 9 for IpkDlT "

Solve[I/CI(IpkDIT-Iavl Dl T -0.5 Vpk/Lp
Dl "2 T"2)==V3- VI,

IpkDIT]

0. + (DoJf*Don*T*Vpk)/Rl -

(Cl*DoJf*Don*T*Vpk)/(C2*R2) + Dl"3*((-
0.5*TI\2*Vpk)/Lp + (05*Cl*T"2*Vpk)/(Lp*(Cl +
C2)) + (0.5*C2*T"2*Vpk)/(Lp*(Cl + C2))) +

Dl"2*(-((T*Vpk)/Rl) -(T*Vpk)/R2 +
(05*DoJf*TI\2*Vpk)/Lp + (Cl*T*Vpk)/(Rl*(Cl +
C2)) + (C2*T*Vpk)/(Rl*(Cl + C2)) +

(Cl*T*Vpk)/(R2*(Cl + C2)) +
(C2*T*Vpk)/(R2*(Cl + C2))) +

Dl*((Do.ff*T*Vpk)/Rl -(Don*T*Vpk)/Rl -

(Cl*Do.ff*T*Vpk)/(C2*R2) -(Don*T*Vpk)/R2 -
(Cl*DoJf*T*Vpk)/(Rl*(Cl + C2)) -
(C2*DoJf*T*Vpk)/(Rl*(Cl + C2)) -
(Cl*DoJf*T*Vpk)/(R2*(Cl + C2)) -
(C2*DoJf*T*Vpk)/(R2*(Cl + C2)) -

(0.5*Cl*Doff"2*TI\2*Vpk)/(Lp*(Cl + C2)) -

(0.5*C2*Doff"2*TI\2*Vpk)/(Lp*(Cl + C2)))
The output from this instruction is:

"solving equation No 11 for IpkDoffDlT II

Ca = Simplify[Coefficient[%4,Dl,OJJ

Aa ->(0.5*DojJ"'T)ILpIpkDofjDlT -> -((Cl + C2)*(-Vpk + Vpk*(l -(T*(Dl +
Don))I(Cf*R2)) + ((-0.5*T"2*Vpk*(-Dl +
Doff)"2)ILp- T*(-Dl + Doff)*(VpkIRl + VpklR2 +
(Dl*T*Vpk)ILp))I(Cl + C2)))

Cc ->Doff*Don*(Rl"( -I) -Cl/(C2*R2»
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REFERENCES"solving the quadratic equation in Dl"

solver Aa Dl~2 + Ba Dl + Ca ==O,Dl]

The physically meaningful solution is:

[1] R. B. Ridley, C. I. Hsiao, R. Ramkumar, F. C. Lee ,
" A Comprehensive Computer Aided Design Approach

for Switching Regulators", PESC '87 ;1987

[2] S. Wolfram , "MATHEMATICA", A System for
Doing Mathematics by Computer, Addison-Wesly
Pub. Comp. Inc., 1988, pp.749 .

Dl -> (-(BbIAa) -(Bb"2IAaJ\2(4*Cc)IAaY'(112»12

II Assign specific numerical values to variables" [3] L. W. Nagel , "SPICE 2: A computer program to
simulate semiconductor circuits". Memorandum No.
ERL-M520, University of California, Berkeley, 1975.

Lp= 200 10A.6
Rl= x*R2
R2=80
C2=30 10A-6
Cl=C.
T=l/(~ 10A3)
Don= .5
Doff=l-Don

"Plot Dl as a function of the ratio Rl/R2"

gl=Plot[D 1,{x,O.1 ,1} ]
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